ABSTRAK


ABSTRACT

Business process modeling is an activity undertaken to help understand the process that is underway. This understanding is used to assess whether the performance of these processes take place either to retain or less good for repair. In this paper the subject matter covered is the business process modeling in the PT. Cakrawala Sumbindo Jakarta engaged in the fishery. The purpose of this paper was to determine whether a business process is good or needs to be repaired, the policy and the flow of data in the PT. Cakrawala Sumbindo Jakarta. The theory used is using IDEF0 Framework. Source data obtained to write this final report is obtained from the internet, e-books, text books. Sources of enterprise data information obtained through interviews to production supervisors or make observations to the PT. Cakrawala Sumbindo Jakarta. And to methods of research conducted by survey method and studied theories of IDEF0 and conduct research techniques through interviews and observation. From the results of modeling done at PT. Sumbindo horizon there are two processes that have been running the business effectively and efficiently, the business processes of production and business processes ordering raw materials.
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